Grade: K

Objective:

Subject Areas:

Students will learn about the natural
history of oak trees by learning about
their features and the animals that live
within them.

Skills: classifying,

Materials

Life Science, Earth
science, Social Science

collecting, describing,
identifying, observing

Duration: 1 hour
Connections: art,
gardening, collecting,
food, wildlife

Vocabulary
acorn

autumn
deer
habitat
margin
leaf
seed
squirrel
oak
tree
woodpecker

• collecting bags
• a large collection of
leaves
• pictures of trees
• drawing paper, pencils
and crayons
• books and newspaper
for pressing leaves

• a large piece of paper with
the oak tree template drawn
on it and tape
• alphabet terms

Standards
Strands: Excellence in Environmental Education Guidelines
Strand 1 — Questioning and Analysis: C) Collecting Information:
Learners are able to locate and collect information about the environment
and environmental topics. E) Organizing Information: Learners are able
to describe data and organize information to search for relationships and
patterns concerning the environment and environmental topics.
Strand 2.2 — Organisms, populations, and communities: Learners
understand basic similarities and differences among a wide variety of living
organisms. They understand the concept of habitat.

California State Educational Standards:

Life Sciences: 2a: Different type of plants and animals inhabit the Earth. As
a basis for understanding this concept: a. Students know how to observe
and describe similarities and differences in the appearance and behavior of
plants and animals (e.g. seed-bearing plants, birds, fish, insects).
2c. Students know how to identify major structures of common plants and
animals (e.g. stems, leaves, roots, arms, wings, legs).
Investigation and Experimentation (I and E): 4b. Describe the properties of
common objects.
4d. Compare and sort common objects by one physical attribute (e.g.
color, shape, texture, size, weight).

Background
Gifts of the Oak

I

f one tree were to symbolize the
natural history of California, it
would be the oak tree. One third of
the entire state of California used to
be covered by oak woodland habitat.
For many California Indians, acorns
were the gift of the Earth. Acorns were
a staple of their diet and were collected
every autumn in great abundance.
Oaks play a very important role in
woodland ecosystems. Despite great
differences in climate, geology and
soil, many different ecosystems harbor
oaks. There are at least 19 different
species of oak in California. In the
King Range National Conservation
Area (NCA) there are true oaks
(members of the Quercus family) and
what some people refer to as false
oaks (of other families). In this case,
tanoak, which is a member of the
Beech family.
The oaks that dominant the King
Range NCA are Black Oak (Quercus
kelloggii), Coast Live Oak (Quercus
agrifolia), and Tanoak (Lithocarpus
densiflorus). The acorns of tanoak
were highly prized by the local
Sinkyone and Mattole Indian tribes
among others. The oaks in the King
Range NCA typically live amongst
other forest trees including Madrone
(Arbutus menzeisii) and Douglas Fir
(Psuedotsuga menzeisii). The basic
structure of oaks is determined by
where they live.
Oak landscapes provide a rich habitat
for many plant and animal species.
A habitat is the place an organism
depends on for food and shelter.
Mature oaks provide a wide variety
of food sources through their leaves,

twigs, roots, pollen and seeds. Birds,
insects, lichens, mosses and many
other organisms depend on oak trees.
From the canopy to the root tips, every
part of an oak tree is used for resting,
nesting, or foraging. According to the
California Department of Fish and
Game, a healthy oak woodland in
California can support several hundred
vertebrate species and thousands of
invertebrate species.
The seed of an oak, or acorn,
is especially favored by deer,
squirrels and some birds. Acorn
woodpeckers use oak trees as shelter
and granaries (storage areas). Acorn

woodpecker families work together
collecting acorns and fittingthem just
right into a hole that they peck out of
a branch or tree trunk. The California
Grizzly bear, now extinct, was known
to love acorns. Because of the wide
spectrum of herbivores that visit an
oak habitat, carnivores (meat-eaters)
are also indirectly supported by this
amazing tree.
Most oaks are deciduous meaning
the tree loses all of its leaves during
the late fall or winter. The other
broad group of trees is referred to as
evergreen which have leaves all year
long. Local evergreens include Douglas

Local
Connection

Two different introduced species love to eat acorns: the wild turkey
and the wild pig. Both species are of interest to game hunters and
were intentionally introduced to northern California. The King
Range does not offer ideal habitat for either of these mammals, but,
they frequent the surrounding area.
The wild turkey (Meliagris gallopavo intermedia) was
introduced into the King Range in the 1980s. No one really knows
just how many wild turkeys there are in Humboldt County. They
prefer woodlands where live oak is present near grassland habitat.
Wild turkeys are amongst the smartest birds and are definitely
the heaviest of any bird found in California. The best way to know
whether a turkey is nearby, is by hearing their call.
The wild pig (Sus scrofa) is more controversial than the
wild turkey. As early as the 1800s Russians and Spanish settlers
introduced pigs as livestock into California. Now some estimate
over 30,000 pigs have settled into 56 out 58 counties. They can be
found in a variety of habitats including oak woodlands, chaparral,
and grasslands. Pigs are very smart and alter their behaviors and
ranges based on pressure from hunters. Like turkeys, wild pigs
prefer acorns. In seasons of low acorn production, pigs compete
with native species such as bears, deer, and squirrels. Black bears
will occasionally kill young pigs. As pigs root for acorns, bulbs and
tubers, they can be very destructive to native plants and ground
nesting birds by tilling the hillsides with their snouts .
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Fir, Coast redwood, bay laurel, and
live oak.

Identifying an Oak
One of the first ways to identify a tree
is by its leaves. Leaves come in a
wide variety of shapes and sizes. Some
leaves are oval while others are deeply
grooved. The edge or outline of a leaf
is called the margin. Margins come
in a wide assortment as well. Some
leaf margins are smooth or simple
while others are finely grooved or
serrated. The color of a leaf on both
sides is also a good thing to look at
when trying to identify a tree. For
instance, the leaves of tanoak are
usually a dark green color on top
while the underside is whitish (note of
caution: due to hairs on the underside
of the leaf, tanoak can cause some
irritation when handled). The nature
of a leaf can easily be seen in a leaf
rubbing. A leaf rubbing is when one
rubs a pencil over a leaf when a piece
of paper is on top. You can usually see
the pattern of veins this way. Other
important characteristics used for
identifying trees are the general size
and shape, the color and texture of the
bark, and the reproductive parts.

radically altered California’s oak
woodlands and diminished their range
severely. This reduction in habitat
indirectly affects many otherspecies.
A mature oak tree can easily live 400
years. Because they are long lived, they
do not grow quickly. Understanding
the importance of oaks is a good first
step towards helping to preserve them
for future generations.

The acorn is a true nut. The top of
the acorn is called the cap. Acorns
including their cap vary in shape and
size depending on the species of oak
tree they belong too. One way to tell
whether an acorn is good for eating
is to place them in water. If an acorn
floats, it is no good. Several insects
bore into acorns making little holes as
the do.
For people, oak trees are important
sources of shade, water and
wood. They have been intimately
tied to the culture and history of
Californians. They compete for many
of the same places people desire for
agriculture, housing, and recreation.
Unfortunately, development has
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Activity 1: Tree Leaves
Procedure
Note: (This activity is connected to
autumn.)
1. Gather the students around in a
common area and talk about trees.
Ask them what they know about
trees. Ask what types of things live
in trees. Ask them names of trees.
Ask them if all trees loose their
leaves. Write some terms down so
they can see the words.
2. Show some pictures of trees.
Use the alphabet terms as you
say….. T is for ________. O is for
________. L is for _________.
(tree, oak, leaf, respectively)
3. Take the students out into the
school yard under a couple of
trees once the leaves have begun
to fall. Wind blows leaves around
so hopefully there will be several
different types of leaves from more
than one tree species. See if the
students can match the leaves to
the trees they belong to.
4. Gather the students together
once every one has at least one leaf
in their hand. Compare the nature
of the different leaves. Encourage
the students to classify the leaves
through their own inquiry. Ask
them to describe the leaves.

Materials

• collecting bags
• a large collection of leaves
• pictures of trees
• drawing paper, pencils and crayons
• books and newspaper for pressing leaves
• a large piece of paper with the oak tree template
drawn on it and tape
• alphabet terms

5. Collect the leaves in bags to
take back to the classroom and
lay them between books to dry
and press them. As they are
pressing, proceed to the next
activity. (Option: already have an
assortment of pressed leaves but
make sure they are not brittle).
6. Next, have the students get a
white piece of paper and have them
write their name on it (fall colors
optional). Once the leaves have
been pressed, have the students
do pencil rubbings of a few leaves.
Have them put three leaves under
a piece of white paper (some may
need assistance). Gentle rub the
pencil back and forth over the
paper with the leaves underneath.
You may need to have a station for
this. Here the students can bring
their leaves to an older student or
adult. This activity takes a lot of
motor control.

7. Once they have made their
leaf rubbings, separate out the
oak leaves and have them put
their names on some of the them.
Make an inside oak tree with oak
leaves. Tape the oak tree template
on a wall and have students tape
their leaves to it one by one (see
template). This can be finished by
the classroom teacher.

• What color is your leaf?
• Does your leaf have jagged edges?
• Does your leaf have spots on it?
• What do you think causes the spots?
• Besides leaves, what other things are different
about the different trees? (e.g. size, bark,
etc...)
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Activity 2: A is for Acorn
Procedure

Materials

1. Gather the students into a
common area to discuss trees.
While you wait for the leaves to
press, have the students perform
a tree dance! Have them stand
tall with their arms spread. Have
them move in the wind. Have them
shake to make their leaves fall.
2. Have them sit back down and
discuss seeds.

•
•
•
•

Where do seeds come from?
Do people eat seeds?
Do animal eat seeds?
What kinds of animals eat
seeds?

• acorn specimens
• pictures of animals that depend on oak trees
• pictures of acorn harvest by Native Americans
• a container of water

5. Next, pass each one an acorn. Have the
students place it in a tub of water to see if
it will sink or float. Remove the acorns and
have them pretend to mash their acorns.

• Do you see any
•

holes in your
acorn?
Which acorns
could we make
acorn mush
from? (A: the
ones that sink)

• What kind of tree does an
•
•

acorn come from?
What type of animals eat
acorns?
Do people eat acorns?

3. Hold up some acorns. What is this? Say
A is for ________ (A: acorn). Explain to
them that many different animals depend
on oak trees and people eat acorns once
they are properly prepared.
4. Next, show them examples of animals
that love to eat acorns (e.g. acorn
woodpeckers, squirrels, and deer). Remind
them that oak trees can grow to be very
old and very big. Give them the definition
of a habitat. Say H is for ________. (A:
habitat) Review all of the terms up to this
point.

A is for Acorn
H is for Habitat
L is for Leaf
O is for Oak
T is for Tree

• What other
benefit can
trees have
for animals
besides food?
(e.g. shelter
and shade)
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Extensions
•
•
•
•

Integrate this lesson into a larger concept like seasons or food webs.
Use leaves and seeds in an art project like a leaf collage.
Use acorns with numbers on them for math integration.
Take a trip to the Southern Humboldt Community Park or visit another local park that has an oak
woodland intact.
• Sing songs about trees
• Start a leaf collection by having students bring leaves they collect at home.
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•
•
•
•
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FOSS Connection
Grade K
Earth Science: Trees
Life Science: Trees
Physical Science: Wood and Paper
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Name:

Date:

Oak Tree Template
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Aa
Acorn
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Bb
Bark
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Gg
Gall
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Ll

Leaf
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Oo
Oak
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Tt

Tree
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